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The study on the deep structure of Chinese traditional
persuasion communication
—— Take History as a Mirror as the research center
Abstract
This paper is based on the study of History as a Mirror, analyzes and researches
the deep structure of Chinese traditional persuasion communication which is mainly
composed of three parts: the subjective and objective bodies of persuasion, the
methods of persuasion and the system of persuasion. The subjective and objective
bodies lived in the system of persuasion anytime, so the relationships and status of the
subjective and objective bodies varied along with the system of persuasion. These
variations were embodied in the usage of persuaded tactics. The persuaded
relationships are mainly embodied in the pesuaded subjective willings which are
divided into self awareness and other awareness. Alang with the transition of
persuaded system, the persuaded subject transformed from self awareness into other
awareness. Meanwhile, the persuaded tactics also changed. The persuaded way by
reasoning developed from by Tao、by teaching to by reasoning. The persuaded way by
emotion devoloped from by convince、by speech to by emotion. To these evolution of
persuaded structure, Ancient Chinese Intellectuals played a main role，who were the
incipient man and creator of persuaded behavior and textual, also were the historical
subject of the Chinese traditional persuaded communication thought, so they
constitued the persuaded structures as well. This paper is one part of the research of
domestic communication, which adopted the methods of material collection and text
analysis, and that is helpful to the building of the domestic communication research
model. Besides, this paper broke the inherent knowledge of persuasion
communication, revealed the truth and nature that persuasion communication was the
main mode of partticipating politics and political operation in old china. And the














behavior, but by means of being sincerely convinced, reflected the philosophy idea
and attitude of life which form thought of concordance. All this work is identical to
the present politics and spirit of the central leadership.
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